
2019-01-14 - ISDA Team - Stand-up Meeting Notes

Friday Lightning Talks:   and Chen Wang Christopher Navarro

 

Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang  industry:

email notification.
geoshap binding type.
geo extractor PR view and deploy on dev.

browndog:

czo semantic extractor.

 

Benjamin Galewsky Earth Science Information Partners (ESIP) Winter Conference.

Getting Traefik ingress controller to work in Kubernetes

Chen Wang SMM

deploy new version of SMILE and BAE that has user info 
read from hubzero environment variable
enforce tagging after each analysis in SMILE
discussion how to standardize new algorithm 
implementation

INCORE

semantic service
TBD

SMM

deploy new version of SMILE and BAE that has user info 
read from hubzero environment variable

enforce tagging after each analysis in SMILE

discussion how to standardize new algorithm 
implementation

INCORE

semantic service

TBD

Christopher 
Navarro  Cover Crop

Project meeting
Sprint planning/code review

Farmdoc
Sprint planning/code review

Ergo
User questions

IN-CORE
Code review
Add support for tornado hazard dataset

 

Craig Willis    

Diego Calderon

https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~cwang138
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~cnavarro
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~bing
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https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~cwang138
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~cnavarro
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~cnavarro
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~willis8
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~diegoac2


Frank Henard
Planning and stakeholder meetings for Campus 
Initiative.  Potential research and prep for meetings.

Campus Initiative
Meetings - Platform + Design, Stakeholder, AITS 
Mobile App demo
SCCI-31 - generate skeleton, add some Hello text, 
push to source control - Finished

Gowtham 
Naraharisetty

Htut Khine Htay 
Win

   

Jong Lee    

Kenton McHenry
Navigating Arctic proposal
EarthCube proposal
NCSA Software
HR

Navigating Arctic proposal
Smart Campus effort
NCSA Software
HR

Luigi Marini
SMU Infrastrucuture Workshop (remote attendance)
Catching up on PRs and communications

 

Marcus Slavenas    

Maxwell Burnette    TERRA

Prep search landing page mockup & tuesday presentation
RGB plotclipper extractor deployed & Season 6 queued
Prep new RGB workflow

SYN

Prep for Wednesday demo
Run Mongo reports
Search API endpoint

Michal Ondrejcek In-Core

INCORE-613 swagger documentation

Farmdoc

  - Jira project doesn't exist or FD-115

you don't have permission to view it.

 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or FD-113

you don't have permission to view it.
 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or FD-114

you don't have permission to view it.
 

MDF

docstrings for Connect

In-Core

PR, waiting for INCORE-622

Farmdoc

done
not yet
waiting for Gary

MDF

done

Sara Lambert    

  - Jira project doesn't exist or FD-115

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or FD-113

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or FD-114

you don't have permission to view it.
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Michelle Pitcel    

Rob Kooper    

Sandeep 
Puthanveetil 
Satheesan

   

Shannon Bradley    

Yan Zhao  
 half sick day
BD

pecan use key for fence-- test with docker
fix comment on IMLCZO mapping service.

CC
review 3 PR for backend.
discuss on the design

Yong Wook Kim
Set up kubernetes with Ambassador in the working vm
Working on bounding box information ingestion to incore 
geospatial dataset
Fix the geoshp problem in simpl-dev
Prepare the demo

Set up kubernetes with Ambassador in the VM created by 
makevm script
Worked on ingestion of the bounding box informatino to 
the incore dataset
Fixed the geoshp extractor by bypassing the get 
metadata from geosever
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